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Abstract - Intelligence analysis in a counter-

insurgency (COIN) environment requires the 

consideration of many sources of information which are 

continuously reporting on the current state of the world. 

Methods to incorporate the uncertainties present in these 

sources of information have been identified and 

implemented within a graph matching algorithm, which 

provides a situation assessment. Thus far, the methods 

developed have been concerned only with a static view of 

the world. While these methods are able to obtain 

situational awareness for a discrete point in time, it is 

clearly desirable to have continuous, or real time 

situational awareness. This paper describes the 

extensions which will enable the continuous preservation 

of situational awareness through the use of incremental 

methods and intelligent increment batching. Streaming 

sensor reports are implemented via a service-oriented 

architecture. 
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1 Introduction 

Graphical methods have long been suggested in a 

variety of domains including pattern recognition, image 

retrieval and knowledge representation. The graph format 

is a useful structure for representing entities and the 

relationships between them. A graph is made up of many 

nodes (representing observed entities) and edges 

connecting these nodes (representing relationships among 

the entities), see Section 2. This type of knowledge 

representation is particularly useful in the domain of 

counterinsurgency (COIN) intelligence analysis, where 

potentially harmful unfolding scenarios can be identified 

within such a structure. 

In COIN intelligence analysis numerous sources of 

information must be considered. Included in these sources 

are hard or physical sensors as well as soft or human 

reporting. The ability to incorporate both types of data 

with consideration for the error characteristics of each is 

essential in obtaining an accurate situation assessment. 

With the move toward net-centric warfare, real-time 

field reporting and increasingly inexpensive sensors, the 

palette of available data is expanding rapidly. A robust 

situation assessment process must be capable of 

consuming this ever expanding mass of data. 

The method of situation assessment utilized in this paper 

is a stochastic graph matching process. Graph matching 

attempts to locate a template graph or situation of interest 

in a (typically) much larger data graph or observed data. 

The problem of inexact graph matching (finding the 

partial/developing existence of a template graph) is of the 

class NP-complete. This conclusion leads to recognition 

that the computational time grows exponentially with the 

size of the data graph. This complexity necessitates a 

heuristic approach, as suggested in [1]. The suggested 

Truncated Search Tree (TruST) approach limits the 

considered state space to one which ideally contains the 

optimal match, thus limiting the execution time. The 

required stochastic expansions to TruST have been 

considered in [2]. 

Unfortunately, batch invocations of TruST (execution 

on the entire data graph) result in substantial redundant 

calculations as increments joining the data graph 

necessitate re-execution. The necessity of near real-time 

assessments renders this batch method of situation 

assessment infeasible. To this point the stochastic methods 

to consider soft data uncertainties have been implemented 

for batch processing. The required incremental search tree 

enhancements are described in Section 4. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows:  

Section 3 describes the use of fuzzy scoring in the 

rebuilding of the search tree, Section 4 describes the 

incremental enhancements to the graph matching 

procedure, Section 5 describes the logic to minimize the 

number of search tree reconstructions while still 

preserving the top solutions present in the observed data, 

and Section 6 describes the service oriented architecture 

designed to facilitate streaming sensor reports. 

2 Background 

As previously mentioned, the situation awareness 

process is achieved through the use of an inexact graph 

matching algorithm which identifies a template graph (TG, 

Figure 1) or situation of interest within the global data 

graph (DG, Figure 2) or observed data. The template graph 

portrays a potentially harmful scenario, such as an 
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evolving bio-weapons threat. Graph matching attempts to 

locate this situation of interest within the observed data or 

data graph. Each graph,       , consists of vertices or 

nodes ( ), representing entities such as people, locations 

and organizations and edges or arcs ( ) which represent 

directed relationships between these entities. 

The similarity between the graphs is accomplished 

through a scoring mechanism which calculates similarity 

at a granular level, then aggregates the scores to a more 

global similarity value. 

 

Figure 1 – Example template graph 

 

Figure 2 – Example data graph 

The method used to identify the best matches is a 

heuristic one. The requirement of a heuristic solution is 

due to the fact that the inexact graph matching problem is 

of the class NP-complete [3]. The heuristic approach 

described in this paper is a truncated search tree approach 

(TruST) [1],[4]. This heuristic works by investigating 

some truncated portion of the state space. The size of the 

state space to be considered is controlled by truncation 

parameters which limit the number of solutions 

investigated at each level of the search tree, maximum 

depth of the search tree and maximum width of the search 

tree, among other controls. A depiction of a search tree 

can be seen in Figure 3. 

At each level of the search tree the parent result (parent 

search tree node) from the previous level is augmented 

through the addition of one template graph node to data 

graph node match. Search tree leaves are fathomed if their 

aggregate score falls below the threshold value, are no 

longer unique or can no longer maintain the topological 

relationships present in the template graph. A completed 

template graph to data graph match will consist of one 

data graph node matched to each node in the template 

graph.  These results are the starting point for the 

incremental updating of the situation assessment. 

 

Figure 3 – Search tree example 

The graph matching algorithm implemented here 

(TruST) utilizes the concept of a “1-hop neighborhood” 

score to decide which direction a partial solution or search 

tree node should move. A 1-hop neighborhood score exists 

between each node of the template and data graphs. This 

score is an aggregation of the similarity between these two 

nodes:         , and their neighborhood score. The 

details of the fuzzy similarity calculation utilized are 

omitted here, but are identified in [2]. 

The neighborhood score (   ) gives an indication of 

whether the currently considered data graph node is in the 

neighborhood of connected nodes of edge distance 1 

which have a good correspondence to like-oriented nodes 

of the template graph. The neighborhood score is formed 

from the execution of a linear assignment problem which 

identifies the best node-node mapping of edge distance 1. 

After determining the similarity and neighborhood scores, 

the 1-hop neighborhood score is calculated as a weighted 

combination of the two: 

                                    (1) 

          is a weighting parameter specifying the weight 

which should be apportioned to the similarity value 

between the nodes (versus the neighborhood score). 

By utilizing the 1-hop neighborhood scores in 

identification of the next node-to-node mapping to be 

added to a partial solution, the TruST algorithm exhibits 

somewhat of a “look ahead” capability, moving to sections 

of the graph which should yield good results. 

3 Uncertainty Considerations 

As was previously mentioned, uncertainty plays an 

important role in the situation assessment process, 

particularly when dealing with soft or human reporting. 

Uncertainties exist throughout the processing flow, from 

the qualification of an error range for a verbalized estimate 

through the uncertainty present in the assessment of the 

existence of a situation of interest. In the final assessment 

the original observation could be merely an atomic 

element, representing one of many uncertainties in the 

extracted conclusion. 
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Figure 4 – Fuzzy calculation example, illustrating a fuzzy similarity measure, attribute aggregation and fuzzy ranking 

Ignorance of the uncertainties present in incoming 

observations would likely lead to the failure to recognize 

unfolding situations of interest. With the consideration of 

these uncertainties, seemingly dissimilar graph elements 

(without uncertainty consideration) might in fact be 

recognized as having some significant similarity. There 

are a number of tools required for the adaptation of crisp 

graph matching algorithm to include uncertain data. 

Included in these tools are methods for computing 

similarity between fuzzy numbers, methods for 

aggregation of these numbers and a method for ranking 

fuzzy numbers. These methods are briefly introduced here 

to aid the examples in the following sections. 

The fuzzy similarity calculation, [5], takes two fuzzy 

numbers as input and outputs a fuzzy value for the 

similarity. These fuzzy similarity values can then be 

aggregated to larger graph structures to indicate their level 

of similarity. A method for comparing these scores, [6], is 

utilized to draw conclusions that the similarity of some 

graph segment is larger or smaller than the similarity of 

another equally sized segment. 

The example in Figure 4 displays the comparison of a 

target building or building of interest and two observed 

buildings. The target building could be for example a 

known weapons cache. A list of people who had visited 

this location would be of interest to an intelligence analyst. 

Following the similarity calculations, aggregation over 

each buildings attributes and ranking methods, we are able 

to make the conclusion that it is more likely that Building 

2 is the building of interest. 

These calculations play an important role in the fusion 

task of data association in addition to situation assessment. 

Similarity calculation is a central element of any data 

association task. In the previous example, if we had 

instead been looking to associate common locations 

among the three observations, we could utilize the 

similarities with the addition of a calculation between 

Building 2 and Building 3. If the similarity score was 

above a certain threshold, the locations could be deemed 

the same and their attributes merged. The incorporation of 

the uncertainties present in the observed attributes play an 

important role in performing this data association task. 

4 Incremental Graph Matching 

Updating 

The basis of an incremental search tree method is its 

ability to reconstruct the state space from the results of a 

previous increment. Preserved from the previous 

increment are the similarity scores of previously 

instantiated graph elements and the completed search 

results. These inputs to the incremental graph matching 

algorithm enable the identification of the affected state 

space and reconstruction of an updated search tree. 

4.1 Search Tree Reconstruction 

The first step in updating the previous results with the 

incremental change(s) is to reconstruct the search tree 

from which the results were obtained. Using the completed 

leaf node solutions, each solutions search tree branch can 

be reconstructed through the use of a “descending 

adjacency sort” [7]. This method sorts the TruST 1-hop 

similarity scores in descending order while maintaining 

the template graph adjacency relationships. It should be 

noted that template graph-data graph node matches are not 

necessarily added to partial solutions in monotonically 

decreasing score order. This is due to the requirement that 

the template graph topology be preserved when matching 

with data graph nodes. An example table of node-node 1-
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hop neighborhood scores and descending adjacency sort 

can be seen in Figure 5 and Figure 6, respectively. 

The properly ordered results are then traversed in a 

bottom up fashion to reform the search tree, merging with 

other results when a common remaining partial solution is 

identified. An example of the leaf node solutions and the 

reconstruction of the search tree is presented in Figure 7. 

Note that Solution’s 1 and 2 are merged at search tree 

level:    , where their remaining partial solutions are 

identical. 

 

Figure 5 – Fuzzy 1-hop neighborhood scores and fuzzy 

number ranking values 

4.2 Determining Affected State Space 

After rebuilding the search tree the next task for the 

incremental update is determining which 1-hop 

neighborhood scores have been affected and by how 

much. The 1-hop neighborhood scores (between each 

template and data graph node) are the driving factor for 

search tree branching order. Connected TG-DG nodes are 

added to partial solutions with a “best 1-hop neighborhood 

score first,” or greedy decision rule. To determine if the 

branching order for any section of the search tree may 

have changed due to the pending graph changes the 

affected data graph nodes must first be identified. 

The affected nodes are defined as any nodes which were 

added through incremental change:        ,   , or 

any nodes which are incident to these added nodes, 

       (     )    . Therefore the set of affected nodes 

is defined as: 

                                    (2) 

The 1-hop neighborhood scores must be recalculated 

between nodes     and   . After recomputing each of 

these 1-hop neighborhood scores the change in score for 

the pending increments is calculated as: 

                                        (3) 

An ordered table can be constructed which indicates the 

change in the node-node scores ranking value as well as 

the 1-hop neighborhood score for that node-node match. 

This table should be in decreasing absolute value order for 

the ranking score of a particular match. By investigating 

the node-node matching’s with the largest absolute change 

first we hope to minimize the tree traversals to the point 

where the search tree must be reconstructed. 

 

 

Figure 6 – Descending adjacency sort 

 

Figure 7 – Reconstructed search tree 
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Search tree nodes are traversed in a depth first strategy 

to attempt to identify reconstruction points. At each level 

of the search tree a check is performed to identify if one of 

the updated 1-hop neighborhood scores would have 

entered the partial solution if it had been present during 

the execution of the search tree. In order for this to be the 

case Conditions 1 and 2 must hold: 

1. The updated 1-hop neighborhood score must be 

larger than the 1-hop neighborhood score added at 

that level of the search tree  

2. The template node and data graph node of this 1-

hop neighborhood score must be connected by an 

edge of common orientation to at least one of the 

nodes in the existing partial solution 

An example where these conditions are met can be seen 

in Figure 8 and Figure 9. 

 

Figure 8 – Updated data graph with the addition of 1 node 

and 2 edges 

 

Figure 9 –Reconstruction point identification 

The highest search tree nodes (nearest to the root) 

meeting these criteria in each search tree branch are 

identified and stored for further processing. After all 

required reconstruction points are identified, the search 

branches are cut off at those points where an updated score 

surpassed the previous addition at that search tree level 

and the branch is recomputed. The execution from this 

point forward is the same as a batch run of the truncated 

search tree algorithm, with the exception that the run is 

seeded with pre-existing branches of potentially varying 

lengths. 

The performance benefit of the incremental algorithm 

comes from the recognition that much of the search tree 

will remain the same between incremental invocations and 

thus the search tree will not have to be completely 

recomputed. 

5 Increment Batching 

The incremental methods described in Section 4 are 

designed to consider any number of graph 

insertions/deletions per incremental run. An incremental 

search tree update could execute on a single report (i.e. the 

graphical representation of “Two middle-aged males seen 

digging a hole near the Main Street and Broadway 

intersection.”) or it could execute on an accumulation of 

reports over a certain time interval. While these methods 

of increment dispersion to the graph seem logical, they 

lack the consideration of whether the dispatched graph 

updates will actually lead to a change in score of any of 

the solutions. Through the use of intelligent increment 

batching the computational cost per data graph update can 

be effectively minimized while still maintaining a timely 

consideration of incoming reports. 

The logic derived to intelligently batch increment 

updates is made up of one or many batching criteria. 

Potential decision rules include: a numerical batch of 

increments, a maximum time window between increment 

dispersions, a percentage of the search tree which must be 

rebuilt and a bound on the potential change in a result 

score. These and other methods for increment batching are 

discussed subsequently. 

A clear initial observation is that rate/volume that 

enqueued reports are released to the incremental graph 

matching process must be in some way related to the rate 

of change of the world. A time where the domain of 

interest is changing rapidly also corresponds to a time 

period where the potential for a change in the situation 

assessment is elevated.  

Ideally we would be able to calculate a running total of 

the potential change in score for the currently queued 

increments which could be used in the batching criteria. 

However, we are only capable of producing a very 

rudimentary upper bound on the potential change from the 

reconstruction point without re-execution of the truncated 

search process.  The maximal change to a solution is the 

difference between the TG-DG node match added at the 

reconstruction point and the previously existing match at 
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that point plus the difference between the trimmed 

matches and a perfect score: 

      (          
 )   (          

 )  ∑ (      
    

  ) 
    (4) 

Although we are able to produce this upper bound on the 

change in score, it is of limited practical use since this is 

not likely to be a very tight bound. To overcome this 

limitation a methodology for dynamic batching criteria is 

developed. 

5.1 Quantity Based Batching Criteria 

As was previously mentioned the sampling rate will 

change as the activity in the field changes. In turn the 

batching criteria should also change to reflect the 

processing limitations and increased sampling rate. 

Determining the appropriate batching level must attain a 

balance between this varying sampling rate, quality of the 

increment solution and the relatively constant system 

processing capability. 

To illustrate this tradeoff, a test bed of 30 randomly 

generated increment sets was utilized, each consisting of 

2,000 increments. The time for processing each increment 

batch size and the incremental deviation after the 2,000 

increments from a fresh run of TruST was computed. 

These trials were run on a 3 Ghz Intel Core 2 Duo CPU 

with 4 GB of RAM. 

This initial trial was run under the assumption that the 

sampling rate was sufficiently low such that no increment 

queue would begin to build up (less than or equal to 11 

increments per second, see Figure 11). This assumption 

allows for the timely consideration of all incoming reports 

at any batching quantity. 

Based on the solution quality trend, the batch size 

should be set as small as possible while maintaining an 

increment processing rate which is faster than the 

sampling rate. Thus, there will be no buildup of queued 

reports. 

 

5.2 Reconstruction Point Based Batching 

Criteria 

In breaking down the increment batch processing time an 

unsurprising yet important conclusion can be drawn. The 

conclusion is that the composite increment batch 

processing time is dominated by the time to update the 

search tree (see Figure 12). The time to score the batch’s 

increments, index these scores and determine the 

reconstruction point(s) within the prior search tree makeup 

on average 3.51% of the total batch processing time. Using 

the knowledge of what portion of the search tree has to be 

reconstructed can help avoid reconstruction costs not 

likely to lead to better results. The upper bound, Equation 

(4), on the potential change in score could be used with 

some threshold to identify reconstruction points which do 

not need to be reconstructed. Other methods for 

reconstruction point based batching have been recognized, 

but are left for future research. 

 

Figure 10 – Result comparison for increment batch size of 

1 and fresh TruST run 

 

Figure 11 – Increment batch runtime versus solution quality (normalized to fresh TruST run result)

Incre
ment
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Figure 12 – Time breakdown for incremental updating 

6 Streaming Sensor Reports 

Military intelligence analysis requires the consideration 

of intelligence reports from many reporters in the field. 

These reports are produced asynchronously and are 

qualified by varying levels of significance and confidence 

in the reports content. As the move toward net-centric 

warfare continues, the ability of field reporters to provide 

fusion processes real time observations has become 

necessary. 

In the past, service-oriented architectures (SOAs) have 

been suggested as a method to account for these 

independent reporters in an automated system with loosely 

coupled components [8], [9]. A service-oriented 

architectures ability to facilitate distributed reporting and 

processing make it ideal for the application at hand. 

Service-oriented architecture’s are useful in their ability to 

facilitate interoperability between fusion processing nodes.  

This is made possible through the utilization of system 

independent communication data types such as the XML 

W3C standard (the message structure used in this 

implementation). Through the use of XML schema, 

independent systems can interpret the available messages.  

A framework consisting of a SOA was developed to 

facilitate the publishing of and subscription to field 

reports. This service architecture enables reports to be sent 

from many field reporters to many independent or perhaps 

interconnected subscriber services. The focus of this paper 

is on one such independent subscriber, the graph matching 

fusion node. 

The incremental graph matching process is a subscriber 

to the incoming messages. Upon initialization of the graph 

matching process the increment batching utility subscribes 

to the report feed. As one of the batching criteria is met, 

the queued field reports are dispatched to the data graph 

and the incremental update of graph matching results is 

processed. A framework depiction can be seen in Figure 

13. 

 

Figure 13 – Service oriented architecture for incremental graph matching 
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7 Conclusion 

This paper has presented the incremental/stochastic 

methods necessary to continuously maintain situational 

awareness, utilizing incremental graphical methods and 

consideration of information uncertainty. These methods, 

implemented within the suggested service-oriented 

architecture enable near real-time assessment of existent 

and developing scenarios. The solution quality of these 

assessments is very close to the best batch heuristic 

methods. Future work includes closing this incremental to 

batch processing gap as well as further development of 

the dynamic increment batching utility presented in this 

paper. 
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